Simplest Way To Infuse Oil & Butter

The Ultimate Edible Making Machine

www.theherbalinfuser.com

Now Includes Mighty Fast Organic Hemp Filter

Like us on facebook:
facebook.com/mightyfastherbalinfuser

Follow Us on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/herbalinfuser

Follow Us on Instagram:
instagram.com/theherbalinfuser
Welcome!

Congratulations on purchasing The Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser. The One-Button fully automatic solution for making all your favorite Herbal Infusions in just 45 Minutes from the privacy of your home. Whether it’s infusing butters, oils or alcohol / glycerin (for tinctures) the results will always be consistent.

Thanks again for your purchase.
High & Mighty Enterprises, LLC
Disclaimer

Warning Please Read Carefully.
Use Disclaimer – Failure to follow and read may void your warranty.

1. This is an electrical kitchen appliance intended for household use only.

2. NO PORTION of this machine is dishwasher safe, so don’t put it in there. It will ruin the machine and void your warranty.

3. Only to be used by an adult, contains very sharp mixing blades.

4. Do not use outdoors

5. The Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser and its content will be hot during and after you use it. Please take caution in handling as all liquids will be hot.

6. Never leave the unit unattended while in use.

7. Always keep the unit unplugged when not in use.

8. Always use the infuser in a well-ventilated space away from open flames or ignition sources as alcohols and fats can be highly flammable.

9. Do not over or under fill the infuser (always use the Min/Max lines as reference).
Inside the Box

Contents inside of box

• Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser (consists of base unit cooking barrel & Head unit function panel)

• Plastic Cup (take this out of the base unit cooking barrel before using)

• Plastic Cup Handle, don’t throw away (this slides into the side of the plastic cup)

• Mighty Fast Organic Hemp Filter

• Metal Strainer

• Power Cord

• User guide
**Features and Functions**

**Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser Features and Functions**

- Fully Automated One Button Solution
- Mighty Fast 1 – 45 Minutes – Our Fastest Infusion Cycle for Infusing Butters & Oils
- Mighty Fast 2 – 90 Minute – A Deeper Infusion Experience
- Mighty Long – 4 Hours – For a Slow Deep Infusion – Perfect for Tinctures (Alcohol/Glycerin)
- Mighty Clean – Quick Cleaning Cycle after Infusion is done
- Fill Halfway with water, add a few drops of dishwashing soap, press Mighty Clean. Once cleaning is completed pour out dirty water, wipe clean with a dry cloth
- Double-Walled Stainless Steel Cooking Barrel
- Makes 2-5 Cups
- Automatic Thermostat ensures consistent temperatures throughout infusion cycles

For customer service please reach us at support@theherbalinfuser.com
THE INS AND OUTS OF YOUR MIGHTY FAST HERBAL INFUSER™
(diagram of machine labeled with parts)
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How to Make Your Own Edibles

Decarboxylation (Decarb)

- Set oven to 250°F
- Place herbs (8-20 grams) in an oven-bag (on cookie sheet) or glass cooking dish.
- Put in oven for 25 minutes
- Remove from oven and let cool
Choose Your Core Infusion

Making Mighty Fast Infused Butter

• Lift off the top of your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Place cooled decarbed herbs into your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Using melted butter pour a minimum of 2 cups up to 5 cups into your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Add 1 to 2 tablespoons of liquid lecithin (sunflower or soy) optional but we recommend, replace the top of your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Plug in your infuser and choose your infusion cycle

• Press Mighty Fast 1 (45 Minutes) or

• Press Mighty Fast 2 (90 Minutes) or

• Press Mighty Long (4 Hours)

**Your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser Will Cycle On and Off Throughout the Infusion Cycles. This is normal**

For customer service please reach us at support@theherbalinfuser.com
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Straining & Filtering Your Infused Butter

- After your infusion cycle is completed unplug the unit.
- Take the top off. *Please be careful as the butter will be very hot*
- Using the included strainer, strain out herbs from the butter into the supplied cup or a mixing bowl.
- Then using the included Mighty Fast Organic Hemp Filter, you can further filter out your infused butter.
- You can discard used herbs if you choose.
Choose Your Core Infusion

Making Mighty Fast Infused Oil

• Lift off the top of your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Place cooled decarbed herbs into your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Using oil in liquid form (we like Organic Coconut Oil) but your favorite oil will work, pour a minimum of 2 cups up to 5 cups of oil into your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Add 1 to 2 tablespoons of liquid lecithin (sunflower or soy) optional, replace the top of your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Plug in your infuser and choose your infusion cycle

• Press Mighty Fast 1 (45 Minutes) or

• Press Mighty Fast 2 (90 Minutes) or

• Press Mighty Long (4 Hours)

**Your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser Will Cycle On and Off Throughout the Infusion Cycles. This is normal**
Straining & Filtering Your Infused Oil

• After your infusion cycle is completed unplug the unit.

• Take the top off. *Please be careful as the oil will be very hot*

• Using the included strainer, strain out herbs from the oil into the supplied cup or a mixing bowl.

• Then using the included Mighty Fast Organic Hemp Filter, you can further filter out your infused oil.

• You can discard used herbs if you choose.
Making Mighty Fast Tincture

Grain Alcohol or Vegetable Glycerin

- Lift off the top of your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser
- Place cooled decarbed herbs into your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser
- Add 2-5 cups of Grain Alcohol (151 proof) or Vegetable Glycerin (No lecithin for this infusion)
- Replace the top of your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser
- Plug in your infuser
- Press Mighty Long (4 Hours)

**Your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser Will Cycle On and Off Throughout the Infusion Cycles. This is normal**

Straining & Filtering Your Infused Tincture

- After your infusion cycle is completed unplug the unit
- Take the top off. *Please be careful as the alcohol or glycerin will be very hot*
- Using the included strainer, strain out herbs from the alcohol or glycerin into the supplied cup or a mixing bowl.
- Then using the included Mighty Fast Organic Hemp Filter, you can further filter out your infusion
- You can discard used herbs if you choose
- You may choose to further cook down tincture by placing infused tincture in a pan on the stove on low medium heat. Cook down until desired concentration is achieved.

For customer service please reach us at support@theherbalinfuser.com
Cleaning Your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser

• Mighty Clean – Quick Cleaning Cycle after Infusion is done- Fill Halfway with water, add a few drops of dishwashing soap, replace the top of your Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser, press Mighty Clean.

• Once cleaning is completed pour out dirty water, wipe clean with a dry cloth

For customer service please reach us at support@theherbalinfuser.com
Tech Spec’s

• Weight – 7lbs Unboxed – 8lbs Boxed
• Capacity – 2-5 US Cups
• Height – 13 ½ in
• Voltage – 110V USA
• Motor Frequency 60Hz
• Motor 800 Watts
• Heating Element 200 Watts
Safety Instructions

Warning Please Read Carefully.
Use Disclaimer – Failure to follow and read may void your warranty.

As with any electrical device there are common safety precautions that must be abided by in order to ensure safety.

1. The Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser™ is an electrical device and should never be used by anyone with impaired judgment or anyone under the legal age of 18. As with any electrical appliance we recommend that the infuser never be left unattended.

2. Infuser should be used only in a well ventilated area and its use should be supervised by an adult.

3. This is an electrical machine and should be used only on a stable heat resistant surface and never near water (sinks, bathtubs, etc).

4. The machine will get hot when in use and for a short time after its use therefore caution should be taken to avoid burns.

5. This machine will produce HOT liquids and extreme caution should be taken to prevent scalding or burns.

6. It is recommended to use an oven safe mitt when handling the machine during and after any cycle.

7. It is recommended to unplug machine prior to pouring out infusions and cleaning out thoroughly.

8. Keep eyes and face away from spout to avoid possible splashing and use extreme caution when moving the infuser after cooking as hot liquids are inside.

9. The blade of the infuser is very sharp. Use extreme caution whenever blade is handled; assembling, disassembling, cleaning. Do not touch blade with your fingers or any other body parts.

For customer service please reach us at support@theherbalinfuser.com
10. As with all electrical appliances, use only grounded outlets (3-prong cords, never use extension cords). Immediately turn off machine if smoking or burning appears. Call 911 in case of fire.

11. Never submerge any part of the machine in water! The control panel is NOT water proof or resistant.

12. Follow our specific cleaning instructions to ensure the fullest life and quality of your product Cleaning Instructions:

13. Do not use if any part of the machine is broken.

14. Never remove top of machine (with blade) when machine is on. Once machine is set and turned on, do not move or disassemble any parts until machine is fully off and unplugged.

15. Use only original cord. If cord is not fully intact immediately turn off machine and do not use.
Limited Warranty

High & Mighty Enterprises® is as loyal to our customers as they are to us and because of that loyalty we want to make certain that everyone who is the proud owner of a Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser® is satisfied.

High & Mighty Enterprises® will warrant only those Mighty Fast Herbal Infusers® which are purchased directly from MightyFastHerbalInfuser.com or from one of our direct retailers.

Your High and Mighty product is covered by a one-year limited warranty from the date of purchase if it is determined that the unit was purchased with a manufacturers defect only. Should your High and Mighty product have a defect in product material or workmanship within the warranty period please contact customer service at support@theherbalinfuser.com

DO NOT SHIP ANY PRODUCT BACK WITHOUT FIRST CONTACTING support@theherbalinfuser.com AS IT WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT AN RMA# (Return Authorization Number) AND WILL BE RETURNED AT THE PURCHASER’S EXPENSE. Please contact support rst as many troubleshooting issues can be quickly resolved.

Disclaimer of implied warranties; limitation of remedies implied warranties, including to the extent applicable warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are excluded to the extent legally permissible. Any implied warranties that may be imposed by law are limited to one year, or the shortest period allowed by law. Some states and provinces do not allow limitations or exclusions on how long an implied warranty of merchantability or fitness lasts, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This limited warranty is the only written or expressed warranty provided by High & Mighty Enterprises® and excludes all other implied or legal warranties. The responsibility of High & Mighty Enterprises® is limited to the specifics stated above. High & Mighty Enterprises® has the right to terminate this limited warranty at any time at our discretion.